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The problem.
The Hotel.

Hotelverse.
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Leakage of profitability due to the 
growing dominance of OTAs (Online 
Travel Agencies).

Hotelverse.

-40%
Decrease in profitability
A more mediated sales route increases the 
hotel’s distribution costs.
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Destination search
Fase de inspiración a través de 
buscadores y webs de destinos.
En esta fase el hotel es irrelevante y 
la captación del tráfico costosa.
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Purchasing channel
Búsqueda del mejor precio en 
metabuscadores, agregadores, 
brand.com
“Tercer  momento de la verdad”
El hotel es más competitivo pues sí es 
RELEVANTE.
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Final hotel selection
Profundización en conocimiento de 
producto, reputación y precio en webs 
especializadas, comparadores, 
brand.com
“Segundo  momento de la verdad” el 
de mayor oportunidad al no existir en el 
brand.com el efecto lineal. 

Brand.com
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First hotels 
selection
Definición  de un set de hoteles en 
agregadores en base a unos criterios. 
“Primer momento de la verdad”
El hotel está limitado por el efecto 
lineal de supermercado.

The Hotel, the weakest actor in the 
customer journey



Hotels are defenseless against OTA’s

Hotelverse.

Capturing costs
The hotel cannot compete with OTAs 
and metasearch engines to capture 
guests at the beginning of their purchase 
journey, therefore losing relevance.



Linear supermarket effect
OTAs capture consumers in their sales 
environment, where the hotel loses 
differentiation.

Hotelverse.

Hotels are defenseless against OTA’s
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Price, price, price…
The hotel owns their product but does 
not have a differential value, other than 
price, that stops travelers from booking 
with an OTA.

Hotels are defenseless against OTA’s
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Hotelverse.

Understanding
of the Sales Funnel.
The path to profitability
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10%

12% B2C - Billboard

26% B2B - Paid Traffic

14% B2C - Paid Traffic

48% B2B - Billboard

B2B
(80%)

B2C 
(20%)
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-90%
Loss of potential 

customers

-74%
Loss of customers to 
B2B at a cost of 25% 

commission

Final hotel 
selection

Purchasing 
channel
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The problem.
The Customer.



Consumers have a disappointing purchase 
experience with very little information about 
the hotel they are going to stay at.

Hotelverse.

Retail, “going shopping”
Customers enjoy the experience and know exactly 
what they have purchased:

● Product personalization
● 360º visualization
● Pricing per item
● A simple process that revolves around 

experience

Hotels, “frustrating process”
The guest does not know what they have purchased 
until they arrive at the hotel.
● Generic room types
● Illustrative photos
● Endless lists, icons and complex pricing policies
● A complicated process that revolves around the 

transaction

The problem 

The hotel purchasing experience is 
very different from the purchase 
experience for other products.
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The problem.
The Industry.



Hotel stach hurdles

Hotelverse.

CRS’s
Central Reservation System

● Rates & Availability
● Booking Engine / Room Type
● Reservations

PMS’s
Property Management System

● Check-in & Check-out
● Room number assignment
● Floor plan

+100 +250

Technological and operational 
gap that hinders the evolution of the 

customer experience.
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The solution.



Reimagine the customer experience 
with a value proposition irreplicable by 

the OTA’s so the hotel takes back 
control over its distribution and 

increases its profitability improving its 
conversion rates over the billboard 

traffic.

Hotelverse.



Immerse yourself in 
our hotel room 

experience. 

SELECT YOUR ROOM

Hotelverse.



The solution Hotelverse has reinvented the experience. 
Developing an APIfied digital twin with a marketplace 
of solutions focused on disintermediation and the 
generation of extra revenue.

The hotel takes center stage again
● Having new offerings on its brand.com that cannot be replicated by OTAs.
● Displaying its facilities and stands out with an immersive experience.
● Selling its services prior to guest arrival.

Guests can “go shopping”
● Enjoying the process because their vacation begins as they book.
● Exploring the hotel, fly over its facilities and hyper-personalize their purchase by 

choosing an specific room number, type of bed, views, m², orientation with the sun.
● Making a reservation of an specific room before the arrival date.

Hotelverse.
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Ver vídeo

https://youtu.be/1jwSuW0t1KM
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Ver vídeo

https://youtu.be/kXd2lVhp43k


Hotelverse.

Ver vídeo

https://youtu.be/x1gRWlwwbqU


Benefits
for the hotel

The hotel controls distribution, increases 
profit and improves guest satisfaction.

The ultimate disintermediation solution
● Increase in conversion rates for traffic on brand.com.
● Room number on brand.com vs. room type on OTA.
● Pricing by room number and improved Average Daily Rate.
● Scarcity effect and exclusive product with immediate confirmation.

Boost ancillary revenue with new digital solutions
● The hotel displays its facilities and stands out with an immersive experience.
● Marketing becomes more efficient with new conversation points.
● “Amazonization” of rooms and increased profits from upselling.
● New line of income from mediated room selection.
● Book a meeting room, sunbeds, tee time, SPA treatments, experiences, etc.

Hotelverse.



Display Sustainable 
Initiatives in your Digital Twin

Display your Actions
Free of single use plastic Solar Plants
Water Fountains Recycling 
Centers
Biogas Stations

Educational Centers
Etc
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Simple and smart 
technology.



Hotelverse.
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We create 3D digital twins of each hotel over which we 
develop products and services in any area of the hotel.

APIfied Digital Twin
We reimagin the Customer experience
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Explicación gemelo digital tecnología 1
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The results.
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+60%

Disintermediation
Metasearch engines convert 
more on brand.com due to a 

unique value proposition.

Security
Travelers know exactly what 

they are booking thanks to an 
environment that is 100% 

focused on user experience.

Scarcity
Users perceive real value while 

browsing and become more 
willing to pay for this value.

92% +30%
Improvement

Conversion rate
Prefer 

the map
Superior room

Hotel profits are increased thanks to the 
purchasing experience
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Hotel profits are increased thanks to the 
purchasing experience

+15%
GOP Increase
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Hotelverse.
The new hotel digital experience


